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The Leading Security
& Safety Service To
Your Industry
We provide a security solution that makes
financial sense for your business
The aggregate industry faces many safety and security threats. It is simply the
nature of the business. There are the threats of theft,vandalism or trespass, with
aggregates also having to contend with a heightened duty of care for public and
employee liability. Often sites can span over 1000’s of acres, through remote routes.
Manned security and passive CCTV provide a certain level of protection, but this is
not enough to cover all areas at all times. We offer personalized solutions to meet
the security needs of businesses just like yours. We deploy a range of products
and services specifically designed to secure businesses working in the mining and
materials sector. From remote monitoring of specific, contained areas, to a vast
perimeter, we will ensure the highest level of protection.

Why us?
Many traditional forms of security, such as CCTV, only record events as they
happen. By the time you become aware of the crime the damage is done. We offer
a proactive solution, preventing crime, not just recording it. We provide extremely
cost effective monitoring and remote control off-site activity, 24 hours a day. If
your site perimeter is breached, our Communication Hub issues the intruders with
a live personalized audio warning, deterring them before a crime is committed.

Don’t just take
our word for it

“

We weren’t convinced that a
proactive monitoring CCTV system
would work for us, but it has reached
and exceeded our expectations.
The system is now helping
management and staff improve
operations and productivity. As a
company we always look to improve
professionalism and the way we
use technology. The Netwatch
Group has embraced this for us and
made a difference to the staff and
management of the Quinn Group.
From the beginning they got the
whole company involved, everyone
knew what was happening and
why. The Quinn Group is a big part
of the community and provides
employment for many, we need to
ensure we are working with the best
partners to ensure a safe workplace
and business continuity.

”

Kevin Lunney, Chief Operations Officer,
Quinn Industrial Holdings

Contact Details

IRL - + 353 1890 457 025
US - +1 800 662 1711
UK - +44 1892 603 800
www.netwatchgroup.com
Netwatch Group is a global leader in proactive visual CCTV monitoring. It was formed in April 2018 after one
of the largest single industry consolidations of leading monitoring companies including: Netwatch (Ireland),
NMC (US), CalAtlantic (US) and Onwatch Multifire® (UK). The Group proactively monitors and protects hundreds
of thousands of sites in the US, UK, Europe, Middle East and Africa across a wide range of industries.

